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Unleash your
creative side
with our Microsoft Publisher course. Those familiar with
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study at your own pace.
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Lesson Three: Accruals, provisions, prepayments, the role of
knowing about advanced print options
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Lesson Four: inserting headers and footers on master pages;
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when you need it.
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Once you've completed your training in understanding business
Those familiar with using Microsoft Word who want to learn desk
accounting, you'll have completed a workbook to keep as a handy
top publishing skills using Publisher 2010.
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Those who wish to start their own business, those looking for work
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as
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who wish to learn more about how to
understand
business
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starting
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Backstage view and the various types of publication; opening a
Objectives
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formatting;
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Lesson Two: navigating a multi-page publication; deleting
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be an
pages
in publication;
selecting
objects
as a group;
advantage.
grouped objects; resizing text boxes; saving a publication as a

box links; changing the order of objects; creating columns and

Benefits
determining gutter spacing; using tables to display text;

Understand how
read and
interpret business accounts
understanding
proofto
reading
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 The flexibility and value of a self-study course designed to
Lesson Five: applying a design to a blank publication; layering
enable you to work at your own pace
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in order to create your
 Know how
Course
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8-10 2010
hours
own publications
 The flexibility and value of a self-study course designed to
enable you to work at your own pace
 A personalised workbook to use as a reference guide on
completion of the course
 The opportunity to gain the widely recognised Pitman
Training Certificate
 The opportunity to gain an OCR CLAiT Plus unit
qualification at Level 2

Course duration: 10-12 hours

template;

Course Content
Lesson One: Fixed and current assets, debtors and creditors, the
accounting equation. capital and reserves, the purpose and layout
of a balance sheet.

This information is provided as a quick guide only – for full
information, a FREE one to one consultation and FREE
demo contact your closest Pitman Training Centre or visit:

www.pitman-training.com

